
Write to Publish in 90 Days
Module 12:

Grand Finale & Press Engagement



It’s been a long journey but now you’re taking your final steps. Just look back and

see how far you’ve come—from just wanting to write a book actually finishing it.

What an accomplishment.

Now it’s time to relax. You’ve worked very hard, and now you can see the results.

You should be proud of yourself, and so should you family and others close to you.

So what’s next? Are you going to do another book, maybe one that builds on what

you already wrote or another that’s on the same subject but with an entirely

different approach and different content?

Or maybe doing one book was enough. You accomplished what you set out to do

and know you’ve been successful. Major congratulations are in order.

Uploading your eBook

If you haven’t already done so, it’s time to upload your book. Generally, this is

pretty easy. Amazon Kindle’s website states: “Publishing takes less than 5 minutes

and your book appears on Kindle stores worldwide within 24-48 hours.”

Amazon outlines in very simple steps how to go about uploading your book. First,

you search for KDP, which stands for Kindle Direct Publishing. At that site you’ll

find everything you need to know about uploading a text file and a cover. You can

even have Amazon help design a cover for you, if you like, or you can upload your

own.

Before you can upload the book you’ll need to go to “Bookshelf,” and click on

“Create new title.” This will take you to a part of the website that shows you, step

by step, how to publish your book with Amazon. Follow the instructions, and

upload the book. Amazon will then tell you if there are any problems. If there are,

they’re usually not difficult t solve. Then all that’s left is to go through the

manuscript and fix anything that needs fixing. That’s it.
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Smashwords is similar except they are a somewhat pickier about what they’ll

accept, that is, in regard to formatting, which has to be done exactly to their

specifications.

Start Publication

Go to the Smashwords site and at the top click on “Publish.” This will take you to

an explanation of what to do to upload your book. But as the site says: Do not

upload your book until you have implemented the recommendations in The

Smashwords Style Guide.” Then, as with Amazon Kindle, you then simply follow

the listed steps to publishing the book online.

There are many other epublishers, which you can look up online. You might want

to explore more options than the two listed above. Do be sure to compare and

contrast one with the other because each is somewhat different.

Once your book appears online, breathe a big sigh of JOY! You’re almost

finished now…except that once the book is uploaded, you’ll certainly want to

punch up its promotion.

Some Final Words on Self-Publishing Print copies

For help in finding and finding out about publishers of this sort you may want to

check out sites such as FindPublishingHelp.com. As on the site, this “is a helpful

resource for first-time authors as well as experienced authors to connect with

companies that can best help with their book. Our goal is to match you to the

most appropriate publisher.” The site has a form to fill out that narrows your

search to the type of press best suited to your book and any other requirements

you have, such as total number of pages, how many copies you wanted printed

and so on.
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Another helpful site is “Self-publishing a book: 25 things you need to know.”  The

author here, David Carnoy, talks mostly about print copies, though he does touch

on electronic publishing. There is a lot of good information and advice in his “25

things.”

If you search on line for “discuss self publishing print copies,” you’ll find many other

sites that provide advice and help with print publishing.

One of the main things to keep in mind is to have your book free of glaring errors.

Step up your Book Promotion

What should you continue that you already started, and what new things can you

try?

One thing is to schedule as many more interviews as possible. Also, keep on

contacting radio stations across the country. Offer to send a free book to those

who agree and certainly send your bio and any other pertinent information to each

of them.

Continue with the public speaking, and with time spent on social media such as:

facebook, twitter, instagram, linkedin, pinterest, snapchat to build excitement and a

following on your launch!

Here are some more avenues to explore:

1. Write short freelance pieces geared to various types of publications—

newspapers, magazines, newsletters!

2. Join online writing groups, particularly those that provide more ideas for

promoting your work. There are also lots of local organizations that can you

explore other ideas. You can find similar groups online.
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3. Start a blog related in same way to your book. Look for other blogs similar to

what you have in mind and subscribe to them. Some of their followers undoubtedly

will subscribe to your blog. You may want to gear your blog toward your business,

rather than focus totally on your book. If you find a niche that involves many

people connected to your sort of work, you have a much easier time of attracting

people to the blog site.

4. Hold a launch party. Whether or not you have hard copies of your book this can

help…but it also may be expensive.

5. Particularly if printed copies of your book are available, schedule book signings,

similar to launch parties without the food and drink. With hard copies you may

want to do signings at bookstores.

6. Contact public and university libraries about carrying your book. You can even

do a book reading at such places.

7. Don’t overlook university bookstores as a good place to sell your books. They

handle a wide range of topics.

8. Schedule book promotion and book signing tours. These don’t have to be

national or even state-wide. If you don’t have a lot of extra time, do a tour of

bookstores only in your area.
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How long should you continue promote your book?

This is a question you have to decide on your own. Here are a couple of examples:

1. A man who is a Holocaust survivor has been promoting his book for nearly

thirty years. He carried copies with him wherever he goes, and he arranges

speaking engagements to groups and schools.

2. A woman who worked at the White House during the Clinton administration

wrote and self-published a book about her experiences. This was about ten

years ago. She still promotes the book by traveling on cruise ships—which the

cruise line pays for—and speaking about her experiences in Washington. She

carries many POD books with her to sell.

Continue promoting your book as long as it sells reasonably well. It’s up to you

when to quit.

What are some ideas you have for promotion that get you excited right now? Jot

them down below and share WHY you want to do them. This fuels motivation and

ACTION!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Action Steps

1. If you haven’t done so yet, make a definite decision on what e-publisher to use

and upload your book—either by yourself or with someone’s help.

2. Schedule more interviews. Who can you contact today? List below:

a.

b.

c.

d.

3. Set up a website devoted to your book, and be sure to keep up with it.
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4. Come up with some ideas on writing freelance articles about your book.

Investigate the guideline to submitting articles for various publications. Now

submit the article. You can submit the same piece to different publications that do

not have overlapping circulation. That means, for instance, that you can submit the

same piece to small circulation papers in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and as many

other places as you like. What are some online magazines that are connected to

your book idea? List below:.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e

5. Give some thought to how you want to angle your blog and then follow through.

6. Schedule and follow through with a book launch. Where will you host this?

7. Contact public and college/university libraries about handling your book.

8. Contact college and university libraries about selling your book.
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9. Look for specialized bookstores that might want to handle your book. Name 5

options below:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

10. Schedule a limited book tour or two.

Now, savor your success!

Congratulations are in order - GO CELEBRATE!
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